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Halls Of Power (Ancient Dreams Book 3)
Young King Day quests for the Stone of All Power that can repel Gheel the Black.
In the year 1464, the Kingdom is engulfed by civil war as the renowned houses of Lancaster and York fight to the death for the crown of England. Richard, Duke of Gloucester, the future Richard III, arrives, aged twelve,
for the safety of Middleham Castle to begin his training for knighthood. His new companions discover he can change from kindness to cold rage within the wink of an eye. Men, it was said, watched him with wary eyes, for
they knew when the young pup found his teeth, he would make a dangerous enemy. Far in the north, Margaret of Anjou, warrior Queen to Henry VI, prepares to fight against the advancing armies of Edward IV. Why does she
abandon her husband, and flee to France vowing never to return? Who blackmails her, seven years later, to join forces with her most hated enemy, to return and fight once again for the crown of England? King Edward IV,
tall, handsome, and clever, is a brilliant warrior, whose Achilles' heel is women; he loves them all. What dark forces drive him into a secret marriage that rips his kingdom apart? He is forced to fight Louis XI of
France, and the mighty Earl of Warwick, not only for his crown but also his life. From the courts of Edward IV, Louis XI, and Margaret of Anjou, comes intrigue, betrayal, witchcraft, and love. The Dreams of Kings weaves
plots and characters together to make a roller-coaster read of the period they call the WAR of the ROSES.
"Understanding the fall is Susan's first book and is based on her own personal experience of growing up with an alcoholic parent. She has performed readings of her book and has donated it to recovery houses and
institutions throughout Los Angeles." -- P. [4] of cover.
Finest heroic poem in Old English celebrates the exploits of Beowulf, a young nobleman of southern Sweden. Combines myth, Christian and pagan elements, and history into a powerful narrative. Genealogies.
Ancient Dreams Omnibus Edition
Prophecy of Light - Unleashed
Halls of Power
The Land of Light
Other Realms: Volume One
Is it possible to experience joy made full? This story is one of heroic recovery. Darcy's sights are firmly set on winning The National Oldtime Fiddle Contest in Weiser, Idaho. She barely gains traction with her quest when tragedy strikes.
A modern classic, Einstein’s Dreams is a fictional collage of stories dreamed by Albert Einstein in 1905, about time, relativity and physics. As the defiant but sensitive young genius is creating his theory of relativity, a new conception of time, he imagines many
possible worlds. In one, time is circular, so that people are fated to repeat triumphs and failures over and over. In another, there is a place where time stands still, visited by lovers and parents clinging to their children. In another, time is a nightingale,
sometimes trapped by a bell jar. Now translated into thirty languages, Einstein’s Dreams has inspired playwrights, dancers, musicians, and painters all over the world. In poetic vignettes, it explores the connections between science and art, the process of
creativity, and ultimately the fragility of human existence.
It's night. Always night. Dreams guard against the evil forged by nightmares. Infinite shooting stars illuminate a moonless sky. A city stands alone, surrounded by a darkened field. On its fringes, a man watches one star separate from the masses and fall. What
survives the crash will unveil a secret centuries long hidden. Molly hasn't slept well since the night of her twenty-fourth birthday. Being struck by lightning might have something to do with it, but then again, her chicken did look a little undercooked at dinner.
Whatever the culprit, her life quickly catapults from mundane to insane as, night after night, Molly is transported through her once dreamless sleep to a mysterious land illuminated by shooting stars. There she meets the captivating but frustrating Dev, and
together they discover Molly possesses a power coveted by his people--the ability to conjure almost anything she desires into existence. Seduced by the possibilities of this gift, Molly shifts her attention from waking life toward the man, the magic, and the
world found in her dreams. But Molly must ask herself--does something truly exist if you only see it when you close your eyes? Faced with the threat of losing everything--her job, best friend, boyfriend, and most importantly, that little thing called her
sanity--Molly will learn just how far she'll go to uncover what is real and what is merely a figment of her imagination.
Though left uncompleted, “Kubla Khan” is one of the most famous examples of Romantic era poetry. In it, Samuel Coleridge provides a stunning and detailed example of the power of the poet’s imagination through his whimsical description of Xanadu, the
capital city of Kublai Khan’s empire. Samuel Coleridge penned “Kubla Khan” after waking up from an opium-induced dream in which he experienced and imagined the realities of the great Mongol ruler’s capital city. Coleridge began writing what he
remembered of his dream immediately upon waking from it, and intended to write two to three hundred lines. However, Coleridge was interrupted soon after and, his memory of the dream dimming, was ultimately unable to complete the poem.
HarperPerennial Classics brings great works of literature to life in digital format, upholding the highest standards in ebook production and celebrating reading in all its forms. Look for more titles in the HarperPerennial Classics collection to build your digital
library.
Understanding the Fall
The True Stories Behind the Discovery of Egypt's Greatest Monuments
Louis XIV and the Logic of Modernity
The Stonebearer
Dream Symbolism

Having rocked the world via high magic that was believed lost, the dungeon Sistina has shown her power at last, as she has done everything in her power to protect those that she loves. Crowned queen of the new city of Beacon, Phynis Constella is searching for allies
as full-scale war erupts between her homeland of Sifaren and the fell nation of Kelvanis.Each side must use everything in their power to defeat the other, but with the threat of the goddess Tyria looming, there can be only one victor. Long-waiting plans at last are
rising to a head, and even Sistina is uncertain of whether or not she can survive them. But for her beloved Queen, she is willing to risk anything.This is the final chapter of the Ancient Dreams Trilogy.
Success is measured not by the size of your brain, but rather by the size of your thinking. This intrigues a lot of people, and if you observe how people behave, you will have a clear understanding of what success really means. Time and time again, history and
experience have proved that the degree of our general satisfaction and happiness is dependent on how we think. There is magic in thinking big! Positive thinking helps accomplish so much in our life, but unfortunately not everyone thinks that way. We are all
products of our thinking that goes within and around us. There is an environment around us that exerts all sorts of forces on your thinking; some will push you up the ladder while others will pull you down. We have been told many times that opportunities to lead are
no longer there; hence we should be content with who we are without having positive aspirations on leadership. The petty environment surrounding us also has its own narrative concerning our lives. It constantly tells us that whatever is destined will eventually
happen and we have no control over it. Leaving your fate in the hands of chance can potentially ruin your life and make you miserable. Therefore, before you start giving up your dreams of a finer home or giving a better life for your children, stand firm and resist
resigning to fate. Do not lie down and wait to die. Success is worth every effort you expend, and every step you make pays a dividend. Even in an environment where competition is intense, you still can succeed as long as your thinking is in the positive quadrant of
your mind frame. The basic concepts and principles that underlie the power of thinking big are drawn from the highest-pedigree sources and the finest thinking minds such as Emerson who said "Great men are those who see that thoughts rule the world." Milton who
wrote in his book Paradise Lost, "The mind is its own place and in itself can make a heaven of hell or a hell of heaven." Shakespeare made an interesting observation about thinking which he summarized and said "There is nothing either good or bad except that
thinking makes it so." Proof is everywhere that thinking big indeed works. When you look at the lives of people who you consider as big thinkers, you will be amazed at their winning success, happiness and achievements. This book will show you proven strategies
from different life situations that will turn your life around.
In this anthology of never-before-published sweet LGBTQ+ stories, six authors explore the beginnings of love between young and new adult couples.
Thomas is a man who appreciates simple things: his small house and the beautiful trees that surround it. When the trees are removed and replaced by buildings, Thomas must cope with this change, and readers learn to see beauty in their surroundings. Featuring
lush, bright, intricate illustrations.
Rare Earths
A Necklace of Souls
Poems and Reflections
Omnibus
Strings of Faith
I'm good at two things: finding treasure and killing demons. Lying low is a close third-but not because I want to be good at hiding. I have to be. I'm a FireSoul, one of the unlucky few to inherit a piece of the dragon's soul. Being born with the dragon's
covetousness should be a sweet gig - I have the power to find and steal any type of treasure, including the powers of other supernaturals. But it doesn't come without a price - stealing powers requires that I kill, and others would destroy me if they discover
what I am. In a world full of magic, hiding my species is the only way to survive. Finding magical artifacts is the only way to pay the bills. It's a dangerous job when you can barely use your magic, but that's one of the things I like about it. When Aidan Merrick,
the most powerful shifter in the city, hired me to find an ancient scroll, I didn't want to take the job. His immense amount of power reminds me of too much of murky memories from a past I can't remember. But I don't have a choice. The scroll reveals what I
am. And if anyone finds out, I'm dead.
"When Dr. Joy Gilbert is fired, she returns to her small town home to find her former fiancâe single, her mother struggling financially and physically, and the 15-year-old daughter of her former boss stowed away in her back seat"-The Dream of Absolutism examines the political aesthetics of power under Louis XIV. What was absolutism, and how did it work? What was the function of the ostentatious display surrounding Louis XIV at Versailles? What is gained—and what is lost—by
approaching such expressions of absolutism as propaganda, as present-day scholars tend to do? In this sweeping reconsideration of absolutist culture, Hall Bjørnstad argues that the exuberance of Louis XIV’s reign was not top-down propaganda in any modern
sense, but rather a dream dreamt collectively, by king, court, image-makers, and nation alike. Bjørnstad explores this dream through a sustained close analysis of a corpus of absolutist artifacts, ranging from Charles Le Brun’s famous paintings in the Hall of
Mirrors at Versailles via the king’s secret Mémoires to two little-known particularly extravagant verbal and textual celebrations of the king. The dream of absolutism, Bjørnstad concludes, lives at the intersection of politics and aesthetics. It is the carrier of a
force that emerges as a glorious image; a participatory emotional reality that requires reality to conform to it. It is a dream, finally, that still shapes our collective political imaginary today.
This is an omnibus collection of the novels Ancient Ruins, Spells of Old, and Halls of Power. The collection has been revised and has several expanded scenes, but is largely the same. I must note that this book is dark fantasy, with an emphasis on dark. Ancient
Ruins: Sistina awakened after millennia of dormancy, her memories in tatters and born anew. Residing in the ruins of an ancient city, she finds herself drawn into a war between two elven nations and the slaver kingdom of Kelvanis when she rescues a princess
from slavery. With her domain containing hints of forgotten knowledge, Sistina becomes a dungeon, stronghold, and source of hope all at once. And perhaps, just perhaps, she could finally find love in her new life. Spells of Old: Having successfully driven off an
assault and freed captives of Kelvanis, Sistina begins fortifying to defend those she cares about from further attacks. Yet with all her power within her halls, she cannot grant those under her protection true freedom. To truly bring hope to her love, Sistina must
delve into who she once was, and bring forth every scrap of magic she has to become a shining beacon of hope. Sadly, Kelvanis' plans are only mildly impeded by her efforts up until now, and they will stop at nothing to bring their ends about. The only question
is, whose side is time on? Halls of Power: Having rocked the world via high magic that was believed lost, the dungeon Sistina has shown her power at last, as she has done everything in her power to protect those that she loves. Crowned queen of the new city
of Beacon, Phynis Constella is searching for allies as full-scale war erupts between her homeland of Sifaren and the fell nation of Kelvanis. Each side must use everything in their power to defeat the other, but with the threat of the goddess Tyria looming, there
can be only one victor. Long-waiting plans at last are rising to a head, and even Sistina is uncertain of whether or not she can survive them. But for her beloved Queen, she is willing to risk anything.
The Applicants
The Power of Faith; exemplified in the life and writings of the late Mrs. I. Graham of New York
Dancing the Dream
Touching Divinity
Mantles of Power
"He Walks with Dragons" takes place when what was, what is, and what shall be were one in the same. Draig, a boy on the verge of his manhood, is summoned to the majestic mountain by the Great Ones. There he finds out he is about to transcend the ages and
risk his life to prevent the destruction of mankind. Born into the naïve innocence of ancient man, Draig lives a simple pastoral existence in a quiet, small village. But one day he is flung on a magical journey into a forbidden new world. There, Draconos, a dragon,
befriends the boy, training him in the art of warfare. From this day forward, the young boy finds himself in awe at the wonders the world holds for him. Not only has Draig become a man, but he is living like a dragon and learning their mystical powers. “From the
time Man first crawled upon this earth…we found him worthy to take his rightful place among the creatures that walk upon the earth. While hiding in the shadows, we have protected him. We have nurtured him all these many ages. But now man grows in great
numbers and makes war on everything he sees.” And when the time comes, will Draig be willing to lay down his life for the sake of saving the dragons? And when the dragons are gone, where will he go? He is no longer just a man.
Groomed for a place at a Big Name School since their obsessed, status-conscious helicopter parents passed out cigars at the Stockstill General Hospital Neonatal Unit, the privileged students of Pembrocton College Preparatory are ratcheting up the stakes in the
race to get into the nation's most prestigious colleges.The PCP juniors are gloating, jubilant at the rumor that the valedictorian presumptive has received a B on her report card, a grade that will relegate her to in-state hell. Her heir apparent, a three-generation
Yale legacy, is the sole mourner at the demise of her future—if only because her thoughtless academic lapse is going to derail his plans to attend MIT.Across town, in the graffiti-covered halls of Stockstill High School, the students slink to class, praying that they
arrive without a knife wound—and dream of ivy-covered walls. And with the help of a take-no-prisoners principal and an enterprising parent, the students at SHS dare to encroach shamelessly on territory normally reserved for their wealthy private school
rivals.?Join the fray as a memorable cast of characters engages in the latest rage in extracurricular activities: college admissions as a blood sport. ??Laugh out loud funny, The Applicants lampoons the heights we scale—and the depths to which we sink—to get
into the “right” college. ?
This is reissue of Michael Jackson's second book, first published in 1992. 'People ask me how I make music. I tell them I just step into it. It's like stepping into a river and joining the flow. Every moment in the river has its song. So, I stay in the moment and listen' Michael Jackson (1958 - 2009). "Dancing the Dream" is one man's hauntingly beautiful, provocatively personal view of the world around us, and the universe within each of us. Whether his prose and poetry focused on creativity, the people that surrounded him, or
the plight of the noble elephant, his observations and concerns all illustrated his belief that trust, love and faith are the foundation stones for a life well lived. Containing Michael Jackson's personal writings and over one hundred glorious photographs, drawings,
and paintings from his own collection, this book is a must have for all fans of an incredible, inspiring man who died as he lived - dancing his dream. This title is suitable for millions of Michael Jackson fans. This is reissue of Michael Jackson's second book, first
published in 1992. 'People ask me how I make music. I tell them I just step into it. It's like stepping into a river and joining the flow. Every moment in the river has its song. So, I stay in the moment and listen' - Michael Jackson (1958 - 2009). "Dancing the Dream"
is one man's hauntingly beautiful, provocatively personal view of the world around us, and the universe within each of us. Whether his prose and poetry focused on creativity, the people that surrounded him, or the plight of the noble elephant, his observations
and concerns all illustrated his belief that trust, love and faith are the foundation stones for a life well lived. Containing Michael Jackson's personal writings and over one hundred glorious photographs, drawings, and paintings from his own collection, this book is a
must have for all fans of an incredible, inspiring man who died as he lived - dancing his dream. This title is suitable for millions of Michael Jackson fans.
Whoever said happy endings were easy was a fool or a liar. Cursed nearly a century ago by a demon he was hunting, Quinn Byrnes has waited impatiently to feel the sense of his mate in his head. After watching his brother settle down with a mate, a spark of
hope ignites in Quinn when he finally feels the connection to his own woman. Following the instincts of his inner dragon, Quinn lands in London only to discover the woman destined to break his curse is working for his enemies. Lily Delaney would do anything to
guarantee her sister's safety-including working as a bounty hunter for a powerful demon. When her latest hunt ends in failure, Lily finds herself face to face with a shifter who dumps equal amounts of desire and anger in her veins. Quinn is tall, tattooed, and his
dazzling green eyes challenge her to take him as a mate even as he sets her life on fire. Quinn's presence unleashes unwanted demonic attention in the form of an ancient enemy that's now turned his sights on Lily. But with her target in the wind and her sister on
the chopping block as punishment, time is running out for Lily to launch a daring rescue. As their foes circle, Quinn and Lily orbit around a truth neither wants to admit: happy endings come with a price.
Delving Deeper Than You've Been Told Before Into the Mysteries of Why Some People Accomplish More Than Others, Are Happier, Better Liked, and Yes, Wealthier
Dragon's Desire
Einstein's Dreams
The King's Dungeon
LIFELINE
Brave orphan Mina dreams of becoming a great scientist, even though she's just a beginner. But when her parents¿ killer escapes from prison and threatens to kill again, she must make the terrifying leap from apprentice to
master sooner than planned¿if she wants to survive.Book 1 of The Naturalist combines historical fantasy with thrilling adventure and a touch of Renaissance romance.
An ancient wizard possesses a young boy after a millennium of imprisonment in a magic wand. He emerges from the child in the face of danger and discovers Fiana, his new bride from the past, has somehow survived time and
become something evil.
This is a collection of the books Heaven's Fallen, Mortal Gods, and Hell's Ascendant. Fallen, but not defeated. Betrayed by those she trusted, Isalla was cast down from the heavens and into the heart of the hells. Bereft
of her wings, the angel was rescued by Kanae, a demoness who challenges Isalla's belief of what demons should be. She has little choice but to accept Kanae's help, with as far from her homeland as she is, and slowly she
begins to understand, then even admire Kanae. Unfortunately, the forces in the shadows have not forgotten Isalla, and they are willing to target anyone close to her, no matter how highly placed they may be. As their long
reach threatens to snuff out Isalla's life, Kanae proves a stalwart ally, and willing to face any danger beside her. It's an immense surprise to Isalla that in the depths of the hells she can find hope, allies, and
possibly even love. Torn from her friends, Kitania is captured by a goddess. She can only hope that her friends have survived. Torn from the sides of her friends by angelic magic, Kitania finds herself in the mortal world
once more, among those who suspect she's a demon assassin or spy. Though most of those suspicions quickly subside, she finds herself drawn into the elven court's intrigue and is powerless to act against those who sent her
there. Meanwhile, Isalla and Rose are waiting for word of their lost friend, even as they begin gathering more hints of what those who betrayed them are scheming. Yet as the two groups come closer to reuniting, the plots
of their enemies are progressing, and despite their experiences they've underestimated the lengths to which the conspiracy will go for victory. The heavens are about to explode. Reunited at last, Isalla, Kitania, and Rose
survived the machinations of Haral despite the odds against them. They've won one battle. Now they have to avert a war, racing the clock to unveil their enemies. The Society of the Golden Dawn has not been idle; the
conspirators have begun to move more quickly. The plans they've set in motion are more deadly than anyone might fear, and all three worlds are in peril. Isalla, Kitania, and Rose have gained many allies over the course of
their journey, but can they defeat the forces following the mysterious Lord of Light?
"The Laws and Secrets of Success" - recently published and already an Amazon bestseller - has quickly received stellar five star reviews from leading Amazon Hall of Fame Reviewers (among the top 100 reviewers on all of
Amazon): "Very, very highly recommend this UNIQUE book, it is the best book regarding how to be successful that I have ever read." -Daisy S., TOP 10 AMAZON HALL OF FAME REVIEWER "The power of his intuitions is
infectious." -Grady Harp, TOP 50 AMAZON HALL OF FAME REVIEWER "This is one of those books where you will want to underline something important on each page. This is one of the most important books I have read in 2013."
-Rebecca of Amazon, TOP 100 AMAZON HALL OF FAME REVIEWER About this book: This book is written in the style of the great Napoleon Hill. Think about this: With all of the success books out there, why don't we have more
successful people? Too many success books simply rehash conventional wisdom. The truly great success books, such as "Napoleon Hill's "Think and Grow Rich", instead enable life-changing success breakthroughs because they
identify and describe in powerful detail the thinking patterns and principles of the world's most successful individuals. The only way to do this is to study the world's most successful individuals, as Napoleon Hill has
done. And as I have done as well. For over two decades I have devoted myself to studying and interviewing the most successful individuals across varying fields, so that I could see and learn for myself the principles
which set them apart in terms of their success. And that is what I share with you here. Get ready to throw out many of the things that you thought you knew about success! Let's start at the beginning with a simple truth.
Success is hard. Very hard. Very very very very hard. We all know that, once we have had a little bit of experience and are honest with ourselves. We all want to be more successful, but let's face it, sometimes we just
don't know how. It's because, as they say, "we don't know what we don't know". So we make the same mistakes over and over again (often without fully realizing it until later). And then we blame ourselves (or others) in
regard to why things didn't turn out as we had hoped, or planned. It's this simple: If you want to increase your level of success, read this book. We all go through the same struggles. This book - simply but powerfully is your instruction manual on how to overcome them. Read this book, and in 60 days you won't even recognize the person you used to be. And neither will your family and friends. This is the type of change that allows you
to get the things you really want in life. The things previously outside your reach. The things you saw others gain and achieve, but never seemed to be able to get for yourself. That can change today. . We all know that a
few better ideas can accelerate one's success substantially. Successful people take their better ideas and know how to leverage them further - and execute them better - than other people do. Once you understand the
processes that successful people utilize to do this, you can very quickly ramp up your own success as well. Everybody struggles. Successful people struggle just like unsuccessful people but they learn and use the success
principles to overcome the difficulties in their lives to reach their goals. Success breeds confidence, making it easier over time. If you don't want to keep making the same mistakes over and over and over again, you need
to understand and understand well what these success principles are. That is what this book provides to you.
Dreams of the Philippines
Beowulf
The Dreamer
Odyssey
Rowan of the Wood

The end is nigh. With Gina and Rachel back, Lilith finds herself reminded that relationships are hard, even as she strives to move on with her life and adjusting her newfound confidence. Yet once again she finds herself without time to adjust, as Shadowmind has
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chosen to make her move at last. Lilith's maker has no place in her plans for her wayward creation, and the question becomes: What will Lilith choose when faced with Shadowmind's ultimatum?
When the cellcom network shuts down on May 7, 2060, an economic catastrophe of unprecedented scale engulfs the globe. Amid the chaos, the world's largest corporation sponsors the founding of a new society, seemingly as an experiment in social engineering. For
thirty-six years, as civilization crumbles around it, this tiny remnant of the human race lives in perfect peace and harmony in the Land of Light.The society's leader, Farukh al-Qasim, fears peace cannot last without a fight. A world-renowned archaeologist before the
collapse, Qasim has discovered a cache of ancient manuscripts that tell of this very future-and its dark end at the hands of the Nephilim.But there is hope. These same sources point also to a child, a savior, who will possess a great power lost long ago. If he is found,
perhaps the Land of Light, perhaps humanity itself, might endure.
Other Realms: Volume One is the first book in a new series that collects original short stories by fantasy and sci-fi author Shaun Kilgore. In this volume, you'll be taken to far off fantasy worlds filled with magic, adventure, and the games of noble houses and the
plights of brave warriors. This book contains ten stories, including "A Reckoning," "Death To The Messenger," "Midwinter Night," "Oathsworn," "The Beast Of Mern," "The Prophet's Return," "The Risen Queen," "The Ruling," "The Traitor," and "Winds Of Fate."
Siane has dreamed of attaining the dark queen Callai's hand for most of her life. Callai is a mystery, and she holds many secrets, some of which involve Siane herself. Centuries ago the goddess of light was defeated by Callai and the other demon lords, who split the
world between themselves to rule. Siane grew up in the Dominion of Shadow, and from an early age she dreamed of becoming Callai's consort. Fortune favored her, and she managed to become one of the handful of students and potential suitors of the queen who
resided in the Palace of Shadow. When she'd given the opportunity to impress Callai and have some time alone with her, Siane jumps at the opportunity. Little does she know that Callai has her own motives, and secrets which are entwined with Siane's past as well.
Note: This is a short story, not a full-length novel.
Kubla Khan
The Warlock and the Wolf
Waltzing Australia
Dreams of Trees
How We Began
Kady must learn to unleash the magic trapped inside her if she is to help the mage Pylum rescue her aunt. As Kady learns her way around the Temple of Light and takes classes to help her understand magic, she makes new friends like Jasper and learns more about the mysterious mage
who helped her in book one: Akilah. Will Kady be able to unleash her power, and what else might she find when her bonds are broken?
It is astonishing to think that many great archaeological discoveries occurred in Egypt only by way of accident during the 19th and 20th centuries. Even today accidents still play a vital, frequent and sometimes comical role, with new discoveries happening almost weekly and with many
more secrets of the ancient Egyptian civilization still remaining. This book takes readers beyond these discoveries and their associated accidents. This book cannot be considered purely as an Egyptological and archaeological reading or even as dry history pages covering Egypt's modern
era of the 19th and 20th centuries. Rather, it is a book that sheds light on the intimate links between the birth of Egyptology after the deciphering of the famous Rosetta Stone and the raging world politics and regional power shifts in Egypt and its surroundings. The book ties together the
political storms of colonialism in the first half of the 19th century and the unsettling effect these upheavals had on Egypt during the reign of Mohamed Ali Pasha. In a storytelling style, the book is a journey through time and place. The book takes readers on a guided tour to most of
Egypt's well-known monuments that were mainly discovered by simple accident or in which an accident played a major part leading to discovery. In addition, the book leads readers through time exploring ancient Egypt, the days of the pharaohs, ancient gods, rituals and public
ceremonial festivals, with old and new stories that shed light on the true value of such discoveries in antiquity and modern day.
Waltzing Australia was born out of a dream-and a journey. After walking away from her corporate career, Cynthia Clampitt headed to Australia, to start over, to write, and to test the limits of what she could do. Waltzing Australia recounts that joyous adventure. It is a story about
change and about making dreams come true. But more than that, it is about Australia: the history, legends and art, both European and Aboriginal; the beauty, the challenge, the people, the land. From Sydney to Perth, Tasmania to Darwin, tropics to desert, city to wilderness, Clampitt
carries the reader along on an exhilarating grand tour of a fascinating country. With a writing style reminiscent of Annie Dillard, she captures the essence of the land Down Under and invites others to fall in love with Australia.
"In a hidden kingdom a mysterious Guardian protects her people with the help of a magical necklace. But evil forces are also seeking the power of the necklace, and as the Guardian grows weaker these forces threaten to destroy the kingdom. With the help of her best friend, Will, and the
enigmatic N'tombe, Dana, the rightful heir, must claim the power of the necklace and save her people. But the necklace takes a terrible toll on whoever wears it - a toll that Dana may not be prepared to face"--Publisher information.
By Way of Accident
He Walks with Dragons
One Broken Promise
The Laws and Secrets of Success
Hallowed Halls

Hayden Patterson's got one rule - one and done. Disappointment's been his closest companion his entire life, and he's not about to be one of "those" guys. So far, his commitment to never sleeping with a woman more than once has kept him from hurting anyone - except himself. When
he finds a new job, he thinks things will get better. Delaina Flournoy just wants to be wanted. It's bad enough that war destroyed her marriage, but she's not sure why someone wants to destroy what's left of her family. Her daughter, Kacey, becomes the subject of Hayden's
investigation into bullying, and it doesn't take Hayden long to realize two things. Kacey's no bully. And Delaina is dangerous to his resolve. He doesn't want to get involved, but it may be too late. An unexpected threat turns things from hot to frightening for the teenage girl, her
mother, and a security agent who's made it his personal mission to see that they're safe. But it may be harder than he ever anticipated, especially when the weakest point in the whole disaster is his heart. A novella in the first spinoff series from the Love Under Construction series,
One Broken Promise reminds us that some promises need to be broken.
Two stolen Pakistani nuclear bombs, a conspiracy to manipulate the global market in rare earths and a plot to assassinate the President of the United States. It's going to be a busy week for Ali Monpour, special investigator for the National Security Advisor.Rare Earths is a fastpaced political thriller ripped from today's headlines! Action and intrigue intertwine from the deserts of Balochistan to the halls of power in Washington, D.C.
US Air Force Second Lieutenant Sean Mitchell catches a military cargo aircraft to Clark Air Base for a bit of adventure-something to break up the daily routine back at his duty station in Denver Colorado. His "adventure" turns into a life-and-death escape mission as he unwittingly
finds himself an accessory to a large-scale criminal racket. When he befriends a street kid named Billy Bong, Mitchell's world changes forever. He admires the young enterprising lad and wants to promote his street-side business. But, his association with Billy Bong leads Mitchell
right into the crushing jaws of some powerful Angeles City criminal strongmen. Mitchell's actions are noble, but nave. He's out of his league on the rough and tumble streets of Angles City. Mitchell finds himself outnumbered and on the run. Will he be able to make it out of the
Philippines, or is his nightmare just beginning? Dreams of the Philippines is based on the true adventures of author Dave Ives. Through his writing, the memory of Clark Air Base and Angeles City in 1989 comes alive.
The King and his noblemen pursued a life of unbridled lust with those that submitted to their power by choice or for the unfortunate, in the dungeons below the castle where bondage insured their submission. Nothing is forbidden for the privileged, not even the unspeakable taboos of
society. "King's Dungeon" is set in the 11th century where men dominate and woman had no choice but to submit to any and all demands a man could conceive. King Rulf, after conquering his enemies, returns to take his rightful place on the throne with a wife to bear him many
heirs. But there is always time to find his pleasures in the bedrooms of any woman he desires or to satisfy his jaded lust in the dungeons.
Part One of the Nephilim Trilogy
Queen's Gambit
The Dream of Absolutism
The Dreams of Kings
Ancient Magic
It had seemed so simple, even fun, when they explained it: New York needed non-satellite-based relay towers. Commco sent me to find towns along the needed pathway, to offer to restore some of the boons of civilization in return for an agreement to build, power and guard the towers. After
all, it had only been fifty years. I would never have believed that the countryside would have turned barbaric so fast. Thus begins Martin Barrister's journey through an unfamiliar landscape, where his training and skills are of little help, and only quick wits and creativity will allow him to
survive. When his job turns out to be a ruse, and he becomes bait in a dispute he can barely fathom, Martin discovers what loyalty is worth. And what civilization is - and isn't - comprised of.
Power of Thinking Big
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